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Aimia Inc. & Mittleman Brothers Present…

VILLAGE ROADSHOW (VRL:AU): Beyond COVID-19
Opportunistic low-ball MBO amidst once-in-a-century pandemic; lack of a better
offer during pandemic is no excuse to squeeze out minority at fire-sale price
-Recent bid outcome range was $2.12 to $2.32 vs. $5.24 indicative value
-Uplift in bid to $2.95/$3.00* now seems inadequate to cure the inequity
As we evaluate the new offer, and our voting stance in response, we note
herein concerns that we feel must be addressed for a fully informed vote
This communication is not a solicitation of a proxy. * announced November 23, 2020
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Important Disclaimers

This presentation is provided for informational purposes only. This presentation does not constitute a solicitation of a
proxy from any person. Aimia Inc. and its wholly-owned subsidiary Mittleman Investment Management, LLC (herein
identified as “Mittleman Brothers”) do not undertake any duty to update the information set forth herein.
The information included in this presentation is based on information reasonably available to Mittleman Brothers as of
the date hereof. Furthermore, the information included in this presentation has been obtained from sources that
Mittleman Brothers believes to be reliable. However, these sources cannot be guaranteed as to their accuracy or
completeness. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained herein, by Aimia Inc., Mittleman Brothers, its members or employees, and no
liability is accepted by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any such information.
This presentation contains certain “forward-looking statements,” which may be identified by the use of such words as
“believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “should,” “planned,” “estimated,” “potential,” “outlook,” “forecast,” “plan” and other
similar terms. Examples of forward-looking statements include, without limitation, estimates with respect to financial
condition, results of operations, and success or lack of success. All are subject to various factors, including, without
limitation, general and local economic conditions, changing levels of competition within certain industries and markets,
changes in interest rates, changes in legislation or regulation, and other economic, competitive, governmental,
regulatory and technological factors, any or all of which could cause actual results to differ materially from projected
results.
The information set forth in this presentation does not constitute legal, tax, investment or other advice, or a
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
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VRL’s Indicative NAV per share = $5.24
Village Roadshow Ltd. (VRL: AU)
Assets:

September 30, 2020

Per share

Cash (est. as of 6/30/21)
Theme Parks (Sea World, Movie World, WnW, Studios, Top Golf, etc.)
Movie Theaters (incl. 50% JV EVT AU) 577 screens, 57 theaters
Film & TV Distribution (incl. 31% of FilmNation, 20% VREG*)
Marketing (Opia, UK, 80%)

A$25M
A$1.05B (10x EBITDA of $105M est.'22)
A$480M ( 8x EBITDA of $60M est.'22)
A$30M ( 6x EBITDA of $5M est.'22)
A$18M (7.5x EBITDA of $3M est.'22)

A$0.13
A$5.38
A$2.46
A$0.15
A$0.09

Total Assets:

A$1.603B

A$8.21

Debt (est. as of 6/30/21)
Corporate expenses (A$20M annual)

A$400M
A$180M (9x A$20M)

A$2.05
A$0.92

Total Liabilities:

A$580M

A$2.97

Liabilities:

Mittleman Brothers' estimate of Village Roadshow's indicative NAV

A$1.023B

/ 195.3M shares

A$5.24

Note: Indicative NAV (net asset value) does not purport to reflect a comprehensive valuation of Village Roadshow .
A valuation is a subjective exercise and indicative net asset value does not necessarily consider all elements that could affect the valuation of Village Roadshow .
Investors may reasonably differ on w hat such elements are and their impact on Village Roadshow .
No representation or assurance, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy and correctness of indicative net asset value as of this date or w ith respect
to any future indicative or prospective results w hich may vary.
The indicative NAV has been prepared by Mittleman Investment Management LLC and has not been review ed or approved by, nor is it endorsed by, the board of directors of Aimia Inc.
Theme Parks EBITDA est. for CY 2022 = A$105M = 30% margin on A$350M sales (vs. prior segment peak in 2014 of A$97M, 29% margin on A$334M sales)
Wet'n'Wild Las Vegas: [51%] 41 acres (leased), Spring Valley, NV (just FYI, not valued seperately above assuming $0 EBITDA, but cost = US$25M, 51% of US$50M, 2013))
Movie Theaters EBITDA est. CY 2022 = A$60M = 20% margin on A$300M sales (A$1.23B Aus. box office avg. 5 yrs. 2015-2019, VRL's avg. 17% market share, + F&B, etc 30% of sales
FYI comparable: 12/11/18: Parques Reunidos buys Tropical Islands (Germany) for EUR 226M, 11.3x EBITDA of EUR 20M (28.2% EBITDA margin on EUR 71M sales) EUR54 per cap
valuation w as 9.6x EBITDA excluding EUR 28MM excess land value, w ith 1.2M annual visitors, comparable to Wet'n'Wild Gold Coast w ith 1.1M visitors for just that one park
*Village Roadshow Entertainment Group (The Matrix, Happy Feet, Joker, etc.) AUD/USD = 0.7162 as of 9/30/20

all figures excluding impact of AASB16 lease accounting
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Aimia Inc. & Mittleman Brothers, owners of
15.1% of VRL, View on Low-Ball Takeover
Mittleman Brothers and affiliates have been shareholders of Village Roadshow (“VRL”) for more than 3.5 years. As of Nov. 25, 2020 we
control 15.06% (29.41M shares) purchased at an average cost of A$2.43 (at AUD/USD 0.7285). We firmly believe fair value to be just over
A$5.00 (9x our estimate of normalized EBITDA of A$150M in CY2022), which is more than twice the recent Scheme values of $2.12 ($2.22
minus $0.10 “restructuring event”) to $2.32, but only about 25% higher than the $4.00 that BGH had bid for VRL as recently as January 23,
2020. And our $5.00 fair value estimate is 67% higher than the high-end of the $2.95 to $3.00 increased deal values announced Nov. 23rd.
Prior bids of $3.90 from Pacific Equity Partners on December 19, 2019 and $4.00 from BGH on January 23, 2020 were presumably deemed
attractive entry points by these highly successful investors, targeting the high IRR required by such top tier private equity funds, in a preCOVID-19 environment. Indeed, even BGH’s $4.00 bid was low, with JP Morgan claiming in a Dec. 19, 2019 report, “(BGH’s) offer
represents 7.2 EV/EBITDA multiple. FY20 EBITDA consensus on Bloomberg is $136M.” vs. the MBO of Merlin Entertainment (MERL LN),
the operator of Legoland and other parks, for 12x EBITDA with Blackstone playing BGH’s role in that deal which closed in Nov. 2019 for
GBP 5.9B. Both deals featured a controlling shareholder buying out minorities with private equity assisting; one fairly, the other not.
We can find no other publicly traded theme park or movie theater company that has actively sought to sell out during the pandemic. The
revised BGH/VRL deal announced on May 18, 2020 apparently stands alone in the world in that regard, and shamefully so in our opinion.
A transitory event should not permanently impair value, and a dutiful Board should not ask its minority shareholders to sell into that.
The recent COVID-19 vaccine discoveries are likely undeniable game-changers. Thus, as Australia presumably returns to a pre-pandemic
environment, we presume pre-pandemic economics and pre-pandemic valuations should be attainable, at the very least. In fact, we think
better than pre-pandemic financial results are likely attainable in the near-term based on pent-up demand, and a flexing of pricing power.

We Urge All VRL Shareholders to Demand Answers to The Concerns Raised Here
BEFORE voting on Schemes A & B at the virtual meeting on 7 DECEMBER 2020
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Spoiler Alert: Village Roadshow’s Cynical Ploy
During Pandemic Sparks Shareholder Revolt
 VRL’s Board of Directors apparently sought to expunge minority shareholders from VRL’s share roster at a valuation coincident with a once-in-a-century
pandemic, a valuation that, albeit now improved, we still see as only 6.4x EV/ (normalized) EBITDA ($150M est. CY2022) and 11.7x mkt. cap./FCF ($50M).
Our fair value remains over $5.00 per sh., at 9x EBITDA; 67% above the high-end price raised to $3.00 as of November 23rd.
 What we perceive as a coercive, convoluted, dual-scheme structure, weaponizes complexity against investors large and small to obscure minimal value as
low $2.85 per share (Scheme B at $2.95 minus $0.10 in confusing “Restructuring” event), 64% below the $7.95 high trading price of June 2014 preDreamworld tragedy (Oct. 2016), and 29% below the $4.00 bid by BGH on Jan. 23, 2020 pre-COVID-19.
 VRL entered COVID-19 crisis with low leverage (net debt 1.67x as of 31 December 2019), and subsequently procured additional funding from existing
lenders and the Queensland Treasury Corp., and covenant relief until Mar. 31, 2021. Thus, there was and is no need to sell the company at such an
inopportune time and absurd valuation. From current (October 31, 2020) net debt level of $311M VRL now sees net debt midpoint at $375M on June 30,
2021, or 2.5x the $150M in EBITDA we expect in CY2022. Roc Kirby founded VRL in 1954 and infused it with “Contagious Optimism,” a motto for VRL long
after he passed away in 2008. The “Disingenuous Pessimism” used to induce minority shareholders to sell in this cynical buy-out dishonors that legacy.
 Since May 15, 2020, the Friday before the Monday May 18th announcement of the current BGH deal, VRL’s primary competitor in its largest business
segment of theme parks, Ardent Leisure (ALG AU, A$0.90) owner of Dreamworld, has seen its share price soar +173% from $0.33 as the pandemic wanes,
while VRL’s price rose only 64% from $1.77 to $2.90 (as of 24 November, after increased deal value news), yet still anchored to a low-ball take-under
valuation announced May 18th that has even less validity today with COVID-19 vaccines likely en route, that the recent price uplift only partially corrects.
 In our opinion, the Independent Expert Report (“IER”) from Grant Samuel is riddled with outcome-driven obfuscations, outright errors, and seemingly
strategic omissions such that we deem it to be a fatally flawed document that cannot be relied upon to inform directors or shareholders on fairness.
 Should the Independent Board Committee concur with our assessment argued herein as to the defectiveness of the IER upon which they relied, we
believe the IBC should then withdraw its recommendation of the transaction with BGH made initially on 6 August 2020 because even if it was valid
before (we think not) the circumstances have changed (COVID-19 vaccines, increased valuation of comps, defective IER) so dramatically as to warrant a
withdrawal of that endorsement now. The recent uplift in deal value does not rectify the fire-sale to which VRL’s Board agreed to negotiate back in May.

“When the facts change, I change my mind – what do you do, sir?” – John Maynard Keynes
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VRL vs. ALG: which one got a takeover offer?
Ardent Leisure (ALG AU), owner of Dreamworld, has seen its share price soar as the pandemic wanes, with VRL’s share price still vastly
underperforming despite the uplift in deal value announced Nov. 23rd, the valuation remains anchored to a pandemic price environment
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We are not alone in finding the valuation unfair…
Since the Dreamworld tragedy of October 2016, VRL has suffered a series of adverse events culminating in COVID-19, which have truly
created a perfect storm for VRL’s core theme parks, resort, and theaters. But, even the most severe storms eventually pass… For VRL’s
Board of Directors to ask minority shareholders to sell into the throes of that confluence of outlier events, with controlling
shareholders at least partially on the other side of the transaction, is difficult to fathom, in our view. It would also seem to belie basic
prudence and common sense. VRL’s theme parks get roughly 5.1M (75%) of the industry’s 6.8M in annual visitors in that region. Its
movie theater chain is #2 in the country with a 17% market share. These businesses are highly resilient free cash flow generators.
As Aitken Murray Capital Partners wrote in a report advising their clients to reject the Schemes shortly after the May 18th announcement,
“…we believe selling the company at the current price is like selling your house whilst it is on fire.”
On May 21, 2020 Morningstar Australia analyst Brian Han was quoted in an article on VRL’s takeover, “They (shareholders) shouldn’t part with their shares
on an extrapolation of the poorest conditions one can imagine… The price is simply not high enough… shareholders could start agitating, saying that
they’re being robbed of their opportunity to participate in the company’s recovery post-COVID.” That analyst more recently changed his view, as quoted in
an article in Brisbane TImes on Nov. 18th, “…while we believe BGH's offer is not fair, it is reasonable…” He goes on to cite concerns about necessary capital
raising, as the company will likely need to raise $35M to $100M early next year if the takeover fails. We fully subscribed to the $50M rights offer at $1.65 in
July 2018, and the stock closed at $2.71 on Dec. 31, 2018. We are not worried by a potential equity raise and would be highly likely to fully subscribe again if
needed (obviously depending on the terms proposed and our liquidity at that time).
Spheria Asset Management owns 7.8% of VRL’s shares, making them the 3rd largest shareholder behind Aimia/Mittleman Brothers with 15.1%, and the
Kirby/Burke group with 40%. Spheria Portfolio Manager Matt Booker was quoted in an article in The Sydney Morning Herald on Nov. 9th, 2020, “A takeover
price of $2.25 is simply unacceptable… We believe the majority of issues facing the company are temporary in nature and the bid is highly opportunistic.”
In the Brisbane Times article on Nov. 18th referenced above, he stated, “We believe they (the Schemes) do not represent fair value," Mr. Booker said. "The
latest vaccine is a gamechanger and the business will return to normal quicker than expected... We believe $3 is an acceptable outcome given the change
in circumstances even though the assets are potentially worth a lot more given the risk-reward profile.“
We disagree with Mr. Booker’s concept that $3.00 (now the upper end of the $2.95 to $3.00 revised offer) somehow changes what we both deemed an
unacceptable offer of $2.25 into an “acceptable outcome.” (Spheria indicated on Nov. 23rd that they will vote in favor of both Schemes at the uplifted values
of $2.95 to $3.00) A $0.75 per share boost is a mere $147M, a 1x turn on EBITDA, a 21% increase on EV of $717M at $2.25. To us, $3.00 appears simply too
low as it would be an EV/EBITDA multiple of 6.4x on our estimate of normalized EBITDA of $150M in CY2022 with net debt peaking at $375M by June 30,
2021 (before considering capital raised). It seems not even remotely fair for such businesses, and is likely unprecedented, outside of a bankruptcy sale.
That said, we are still evaluating the new offer and awaiting further information before we decide how we intend to vote.
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Fatally flawed Independent Expert Report (“IER”)
 In our opinion, the IER from Grant Samuel & Associates is riddled with outcome-driven obfuscations, outright errors, and seemingly strategic
omissions such that we deem it to be a fatally flawed document that cannot be relied upon to inform directors and shareholders on fairness
 INCORRECT FOCUS on EBIT vs. EBITDA: Grant Samuel states (page 174 of the Scheme Booklet), “Village’s Theme Parks and Cinema Exhibition
businesses are both capital intensive and EBITDA is accordingly a poor proxy for cash flow from operations. Grant Samuel has had particular regard to
EBIT multiples in benchmarking its valuation conclusions against valuation evidence derived from share market prices for comparable companies and
transaction values.” We view that determination to be outcome-driven, as VRL looks worse on EBIT valuations than on EBITDA, and the use of EBIT is
contrary to VRL’s historical focus on EBITDA and the usual practice of using EBITDA for M&A valuations in both theme parks and movie theaters.
VRL director Peter Tonagh, who heads the Independent Board Committee, was hailed as AFR’s “CFO of the Year” in 2012 for the crucial role he played
as CFO of Foxtel (a major customer of VRL) in its acquisition of Austar for $2.5B in 2011/2012 at a valuation noted as an EV/EBITDA multiple of 10x. Grant
Samuel also provided the expert opinion on that deal and wrote the following, in high contrast to their statement on the VRL/BGH deal:
“EBITDA can be preferable to EBIT if depreciation or non-cash charges distort earnings or make comparisons between companies difficult. On the
other hand, EBIT can better adjust for differences in relative capital expenditure intensity. In determining a value for AUSTAR’s business, Grant
Samuel has placed particular reliance on the EBITDA multiples implied by the valuation range compared to the EBITDA multiples derived from an
analysis of comparable listed companies and transactions involving comparable businesses.”
Yet, Austar was significantly more cap-ex intensive than VRL, so why was EBITDA used in that case and not for VRL, by the very same expert? In our view,
this stark inconsistency is further evidence that back-flips are being done to make an indefensible deal seem remotely reasonable.
VRL's Board and management have used EBITDA as the primary metric for relating financial results as far back as can be seen on VRL’s website, which is
the 1999 annual report. More recently, EBITDA has also been used as the main performance metric hurdle for compensation of key management
personnel. So, for more than 20 years up to and including the recently released 2020 Annual Report and in the Scheme Booklet itself (EBITDA is a
defined term in the Scheme Booklet, EBIT is not), EBITDA is how VRL has always discussed its results with shareholders and the basis for which it
provides incentivized performance pay for its top execs. But now, suddenly, we are told that EBIT is somehow deemed the better measure,
while switching to EBIT for the purpose of valuing the company in an M&A transaction makes a hugely unfair share price outcome for VRL look less so.
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Fatally flawed IER (continued)
 In “Summary of Opinion,” (Scheme Booklet page 172) Grant Samuel claims (incredibly), “The COVID-related risks to Village are almost all to the downside:
there are unlikely to be any future outcomes materially better than “best guess” estimates as to the timing and rate of recovery from current COVID-19
affected depressed trading levels. On the other hand, Village remains exposed to the risk of a resurgence of COVID-19 across Australia, with both its Theme
Parks and Cinema Exhibition businesses particularly vulnerable to restrictions on public gatherings and (for Theme Parks) interstate and international tourism.”
 Apparently, Grant Samuel did not consider the upside risk of a vaccine reported to be 95% effective on the way, much less two of them, announced 9
November 2020 (less than a month after their “all risks to the downside” report dated 10 October 2020. Nor did they consider this upside risk which
manifested as described in this November 13, 2020 report by The Australian Financial Review: “Australia’s amazing apparent elimination of the virus is
driving optimism that the economy will bounce out of its 2020 recession… Westpac Melbourne Institute’s latest consumer confidence index… jumped to a
seven-year high. The recovery in consumer sentiment is the sharpest seen in the history of the series.”
 Grant Samuel claims in the IER (page 192) to have received from VRL internal financial forecasts for 2021 and years beyond through 30 June 2026, which
presumably influenced their assessment. But those forecasts were not shared in the IER (although how those forecasts changed was shared, only the delta
was shared). We were surprised to learn that happens quite often in such reports in Australia, but in this circumstance, given the highly unusual dual-scheme
structure and the conflict of controlling shareholders straddling both sides of the transaction, we think omitting that data is inexcusable. A transaction as
unusual as the one proposed, in structure, valuation, and timing, requires more not less disclosure. Given that current 2020 numbers are rendered not
meaningful due to COVID-19, and FY2021 may be to a large extent as well, it is imperative for VRL to share its best estimates about how they view the future
so that the shareholders they are asking to sell can make the most informed decision possible amidst this highly unusual set of circumstances.
 More disconcerting still, regarding their DCF calculation, despite having received VRL’s internal forecast model for the next 6 years, Grant Samuel decided to
essentially ignore that detailed “bottom up” model from the most informed source imaginable, in favor of their own “high level” DCF model. On page 236:
“Village management have prepared a model that projects earnings and cash flows over a six year period. The directors of Village have decided not to
disclose the model or its earnings and cash flow forecasts in the Scheme Booklet and accordingly Grant Samuel has not disclosed these forecasts in this
report. In any event, in Grant Samuel’s view, notwithstanding that the model has been developed on a detailed “bottom up” basis, the fundamental
uncertainty regarding Village’s future financial performance is such that it would not be appropriate to place significant reliance on the model and its
forecasts. Instead, Grant Samuel has undertaken high level DCF scenario analysis to test the impact on calculated NPV of various assumptions about the
future trajectory of Village’s free cash flows. While this analysis is not determinative of value, it provides some insight into the range of values that might be
inferred for alternative scenarios for Australia’s “exit path” from COVID-19 related restrictions, and the possible loss of value that might result from
outcomes that are less positive than those effectively assumed in Village’s “most likely case” expectations. Together with subjective judgements
regarding the risks and opportunities facing Village, this analysis helps to support an overall assessment of the Transaction.”
OUR TRANSLATION: “VRL’s internal model (which we won’t show you) had a base case forecast that was too favorable for the low valuation, so we fixed
their inconvenient optimism with our own model (which we won’t show you).” Shareholders should be able to review both models, instead we see neither.
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Fatally flawed IER (continued)
 To grasp our issues with the Grant Samuel valuation of VRL, examine the value range they ascribe to the Theme Parks business: $475M to $525M.
On page 3 of this presentation we estimate a fair value for Theme Parks at $1.05B, 10x EBITDA of $105M (our estimate for CY2022). But let’s set
that aside, call it too optimistic. Instead use the 5 years of EBITDA (continuing ops) from FY2012 – FY2016 (the last normal year before the
Dreamworld tragedy of October 2016), which is $86M in EBITDA. That would mean the dominant (75% market share) player in a duopoly market
with decades of FCF generation in tow is fairly valued at 5.5x EBITDA to 6.1x EBITDA, which purportedly includes a control premium. This is clearly
below any range of reasonableness. Such a number should send any sentient analyst back to the drawing board to figure out what went wrong
with their calculation. Slightly less egregiously, but still woefully undervalued here at the low-end, the cinema business, the 2nd largest with 17%
share of box office revenues, is valued at 6.6x to 7.4x EBITDA of $64M (5-year average, continuing ops, FY 2015- FY2019), when major transactions
in theaters have been for about 9x to 10x EBITDA (pre-COVID-19). That said, we used a very conservative estimate of 8x EBITDA (est. $60M) to
arrive at $480M for VRL’s theater business in our NAV. Lastly, the corporate costs are being valued much too highly, with those costs recently
down to about $20M, the value range here shows -$280M (14x $20M) to -$260 (13x $20M). We used 9x which is -$180M and $100M ($0.51 per
share) better than their low estimate. The mid-point of their capitalized corp. costs = $270M, which is 12.3x those costs (using their estimate of
$22M). But for the theme parks, the mid-point of their valuation is $500M, which is 5.8x EBITDA of $86M (5 years 2012-2016 before DW), and 6.8x
EBITDA of $73.7M (FY ended June 30, 2019 used by Grant Samuel). Grant Samuel sees corp. cost worth 12x but the theme parks are worth only 7x.
That appears to us to be a clear error.
Page 173:
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Fatally flawed IER (continued)
 Of the 6 transactions Grant Samuel chose to cite below, the lowest two (lowest valuations) were not change of control transactions of public companies at all,
they were sale-leasebacks of real estate, with the owner-operator (Cineworld) keeping ownership of the theaters’ businesses while just selling the real estate at
multiples of 6.7x EBITDA in May 2019 and 6.4x EBITDA in June 2019 according to Grant Samuel. That a third of their transaction data points are utterly
inappropriate, and their wrongful inclusion seemingly only to lower the valuation range produced, we believe that to be another fatal flaw in the report.

Real estate sale-leasebacks,
not company sales, thus
invalid inputs.

 In addition to those incorrect inclusions, there is a glaring omission. While the 6 transactions cited go back as far as April 2015 to capture an 8.8x EBITDA
multiple for a private equity control purchase of Nordic Cinemas, the report fails to include the Wanda Group acquisition of Hoyts (AUSTRALIA) for 10x EBITDA
(A$950M on $94M EBITDA)* announced Dec. 23, 2014, sold by Pacific Equity Partners who had paid 9x EBITDA for it in 2007, and nearly doubled EBITDA by
2014. (*inferred from various press and analyst reports)
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Fatally flawed IER (continued…)
 Grant Samuel claims that a market check on fair value was done because Village engaged with PEP in late December 2019, and VRL’s largest shareholder gave
PEP an option at $3.90 for 19% of total shares outstanding, so that VRL has been effectively on the market ever since. And, because no better alternative offer
has emerged in the interim, then, “on one view, this would definitionally mean that the Transaction represents fair value.” Our translation: “despite not
running a formal sale process, and because no better bid showed up, during the worst pandemic since 1918, and where insiders wanted to maintain a big stake
and keep their jobs, VRL nonetheless successfully checked the box on a market check and thus the deal is fair.” We beg to differ on the validity of this
supposed market check. One item upon which we can all agree; VRL’s Board spent nearly $500,000 for this Independent Expert Report. Meanwhile, back in
the real world:

 For all of the aforementioned reasons: the improper reliance on EBIT vs. EBITDA, the lack of transparency on the inputs underpinning their outputs, the
unusual setting aside off company forecasts in favor of their own similarly undisclosed numbers, the undeniably unreasonable valuation of the theme
parks, the inexplicably high multiple applied to corporate costs, the erroneous inclusions of sale leaseback transactions in the cinemas transactions
segment and exclusion of the most relevant transaction there (Wanda/Hoyts), and the dubious claim that the transaction process represented a real
market check. We find the IER fatally flawed and thus failing to provide directors and shareholders with a valid view on fairness or reasonableness.
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VRL: Now is NOT the right time to SELL

 The Dreamworld tragedy of October 25, 2016 devastated attendance for the entire theme park industry on Australia’s Gold Coast, exacerbated by the
Commonwealth Games held on the Gold Coast in April 2018, and nearly biblical, once-in-a-century rainfall /flooding in Queensland in early 2019, and
VRL didn’t start to see meaningful recovery until 2019. But, the aftermath of the accident seems to have ended a 10-year price war between the two main
players there, VRL with 75% market share, and Ardent Leisure (Dreamworld) with 25%. Revenues per capita seem to have bottomed in 2016 and for VRL
moved up significantly in 2019 on significant price hikes (long overdue) that stuck (not much attendance lost). Given the Dreamworld has to catch up after
years of underinvestment, a renewed price war is highly unlikely anytime soon, and VRL is in a very good position to grow faster than Dreamworld as the
industry recovers from COVID-19. VRL is spending $50M on three new rides at their Sea World, one of which opens in December
https://www.parkz.com.au/article/2020/11/06/697-Sea_Worlds_Vortex_thrill_ride_commences_testing_ahead_of_expected_December_opening.html ,
the other two by April of 2021. New rides/attractions are the lifeblood of theme parks, and Dreamworld’s response won’t be ready until around December
2021. That means VRL will have a monopoly on new rides until December 2021, likely capturing above their normal share of the pent up demand we
expect post COVID-19. VRL’s latent pricing power in theme parks, dormant for years, began manifesting again in 2019 in a big way and there is plenty of
room to run. Selling now would deprive existing shareholders of the benefits of that cap-ex spend which are just now about to be realized. The timing for
selling could not be worse, in our opinion.
 An important strategic update was provided in the October 2019 presentation viewable at this link, it shows how successful the new pricing strategy at the
theme parks has already been in 2019 (before the 2020 interruption courtesy of COVID-19), with theme park EBITDA doubling in 2019, a trend we think
resumes in 2021:
https://villageroadshow.com.au/-/media/VRL-Corporate-Media-Library/Documents/ASX-Announcements/2019/October/InvestorPresentation.pdf
 VRL’s stock price was $3.20 on December 18, 2019 the last trading day before PEP offered $3.90. In a return to a pre-COVID-19 environment, one might
reasonably presume a return to pre-COVID-19 market price, the last indication of which (pre-takeovers) was $3.20. Without a control premium. The highend of the revised deal value announced yesterday (November 23, 2020) is $3.00. That is not reflective of its likely intrinsic value post-COVID-19 as its last
unaffected trading price before COVID-19 was $3.20. And the increase in net debt will likely be paid down quickly through excess FCF and asset sales, so
that should not be a permanent negative adjustment here.
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VRL: Now is NOT the right time to SELL (cont.)
Grant Samuel does not provide the model or inputs for their estimate of EBITDA recovery scenarios. We believe VRL’s own internal
model, which Grant Samuel admittedly ignored here, would likely show a much faster recovery. Regardless, VRL’s Board thinks selling
here is the best thing for us to do right now. We’re not sure why, but we have this feeling that maybe waiting might be a better idea…
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Relevant History

 March 4, 2014: Co-CEO Graham Burke sold 2.6M shares at $7.25 per share, an EV of $1.55B, 10x EBITDA of $155M for FY 2013. 5 of 8 current
directors were on VRL’s Board then: Robert Kirby, Robert Le Tet, Julie Elaine Raffe, Graham Burke, and John Kirby. No shares were sold by VRL
itself at such a seemingly fair valuation.
 June 30, 2016: VRL ends FY 2016 at $169M EBITDA (just off 2014’s record high of $171M for continuing ops) with net debt of $535M (net debt /
EBITDA = 3.17x). Results reflect 5th consecutive years of record results in movie theatre division, record result from Sea World Resort which
remained highest occupancy premium hotel on the Gold Coast with over 90% occupancy, 800 seat conference center opened July 2015 next to
resort called a “tremendous success.” Theme parks produce $88M EBITDA (27.2% segment margin on $324M sales), off from $97M at segment
peak in 2014 (29% on $334M sales). Village Roadshow Studios opens Sound Stage 9 in March 2016 (called “largest soundstage in Southern
Hemisphere”) and produces record results, operating at full capacity throughout the year, hosted production of Kong: Skull Island, Pirates of the
Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales, and Thor: Ragnarok.
 October 25, 2016: Tragic accident at competing theme park (Dreamworld, owned by Ardent Leisure ALG:AU) kills four people. Casts a pall over
the entire industry which heavily weighs on attendance for 3 years. VRL cancels dividend ($45M annually) after October 2016 payout
 October 26, 2017: sells its 50% interest in Golden Village cinemas in Singapore for $164M (10x EBITDA)
 December 22, 2017: Village completed the sale and long-term leaseback of 154 hectares (381 acres) of freehold land on which its theme
parks (Warner Bros. Movie World, Wet‘n’Wild Water World, Paradise Country, Australian Outback Spectacular, Village Roadshow Studios
and Topgolf) are located, for $100M, taking on lease expense of $6.2M growing annually at 3%.
 April 2018: Commonwealth Games held in Queensland weigh on theme park attendance during normally strong Easter holiday
 July 2, 2018: Parques Reunidos (PQR SM) enters Australia for the first time, buying the money-losing Wet’n’Wild Sydney from VRL, for
A$40M. https://blooloop.com/news/parques-reunidos-acquires-wetnwild-sydney-waterpark/ from the article linked above: “The Australian
acquisition is Parques Reunidos’ first move into southern hemisphere expansion. The bold step strengthens the company’s geographic
diversification and will be a major factor in reducing revenue seasonality. Wet’n’Wild Sydney is likely to be just the first of other acquisitions in the
area for Parques Reunidos who will be seeking to expand their portfolio of parks and indoor entertainment centres in the region. Australia is seen
as a highly appealing market for the company, with its expanding middle class and vibrant tourism in industry. Sydney is the obvious first step..”
 July 10, 2018: VRL announces rights offer for $50M in stock to be issued at $1.65 per share, Mittleman Brothers fully subscribed
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Relevant History (continued…)
 December 11, 2018: Parques Reunidos (PQR SM) buys Tropical Islands (Germany) for EUR 226M, 11.3x EBITDA of EUR 20M (28.2% EBITDA margin
on EUR 71M sales) or 9.6x EBITDA excluding €28MM excess land value. With 1.2M annual visitors, Tropical Islands is comparable to VRL’s
Wet’n’Wild Gold Coast waterpark with 1.1M according to TEA 2019 report (see page 17): https://aecom.com/wpcontent/uploads/documents/reports/AECOM-Theme-Index-2019.pdf Also, the corporate presentation on the deal implies they believe they can
improve TI’s EBITDA margin from 28% to something more in-line with the 38% of comparable amusement parks and 44% for selected European
water parks (see page 9): https://www.parquesreunidos.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/TI-Acquisition.pdf which points to margin improvement
possibilities for VRL’s parks as well
 January 19, 2019: The Sydney Morning Herald (by Jennifer Duke & Kylar Loussikian) reports on rift between controlling shareholders, with older
brother John Kirby reportedly having sent 150 page email to VRL’s Board on June 20, 2018 with subject line “The Diagnosis” which criticized the
leadership of his younger brother Executive Chairman Robert Kirby and CEO Graham Burke and demanded changes.
 February 17, 2019: CCZ Equities cites $7.12 per share break-up value estimated for VRL based on est. 2020 earnings (source article: The Australian
Financial Review, by Max Mason)
 April 29, 2019: Parques Reunidos (PQR SM), #2 theme park operator in Europe, #10 globally, bought by private equity firm EQT in partnership with
controlling shareholders at 9.6x EBITDA (€1.1B market cap. + €765M net debt = €1.9B EV / €196M EBITDA). This was a little cheap for such a high
quality business, but the controlling group (44% ownership) was fairly civilized at 9.6x EBITDA vs. the 5x EBITDA at which we believe BGH & the
Kirby/Burke group were initially trying to take VRL away, with the recent uplift taking that to 6.4x EBITDA (our est. of $150M normalized CY2022).
 August 29, 2019: VRL sells Edge Loyalty Systems for $32.2M (10x EBITDA) to Blackhawk Network (Australia) Pty Ltd.
 December 19, 2019: VRL receives takeover offer at $3.90 per share from PEP. Call option issued to PEP by VRC (VRL’s largest holder) for 19% of
VRL’s total shares outstanding at $3.90.
 December 23, 2019: Mittleman Brothers reveals 5.1% stake, claims in public filings with ASX that fair value is materially higher than $3.90
 January 21, 2020: Chris Mittleman sends private letter via email to VRL lead director, Peter Tonagh, claiming (amongst other items), “A buy-out of
Village Roadshow should not occur at less than 9x EBITDA ($5.42 per share).”
 January 24, 2020: VRL receives takeover offer at $4.00 per share from BGH.
 March 23, 2020: VRL announces closure of theme parks and cinemas due to COVID-19
 May 18, 2020: VRL enters exclusive discussions with BGH, transaction value revised from $4.00 to a base price of $2.20
 May 22, 2020: Mittleman Brothers files increased ownership stake, decries opportunistic deal during pandemic in cover letter filed with ASX:
https://www.afr.com/companies/media-and-marketing/reduced-village-roadshow-sale-shameful-act-20200522-p54vk8
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Relevant History (continued…)

 June 24, 2020: VRL announces businesses reopen, allowed to operate up to 50% of capacity
 August 6, 2020: VRL enters Implementation Agreement with BGH, base offer price $2.20, upside to $2.45, downside to $2.00.
 September 11, 2020: Mittleman Brothers’ attorneys at Clifford Chance write to Australian Securities & Investment Commission (ASIC) to alert them to
the situation and seek assistance
 October 6, 2020: Mittleman Brothers announces stake in VRL increased to more than 10%, files letter with ASX (which ASX declined to publish), letter
available on our website: http://www.mittlemanbrothers.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Mittleman-Cover-Letter-to-VRL-Oct-6-2020.pdf
 October 9, 2020: Mittleman Brothers, though not appearing, submits objections in first Court hearing (summarized beginning on page 17 of this
presentation). If an investor or journalist would like to obtain our actual Court submission dated 9 October 2020 he or she can obtain it from the Court
by requesting a copy of the affidavit of Bernard Frederic Oude-Vrielink sworn 9 October 2020, in particular annexure BFO14 at page 406 of the affidavit.
 Nov. 9, 2020: Pfizer vaccine for COVID-19 announced. Markets around the world soar.
 Nov. 9, 2020: VRL announces Theme Park uplift boost of $0.12 per share will be locked in, boosting outcome range to $2.12 ($2.22 - $0.10 in
“Restructuring” event) in Scheme B to $2.32 in Scheme A cash election. Independent Board Committee reiterates its recommendation.
 Nov. 13, 2020: The Australian Financial Review reports: “Australia's amazing apparent elimination of the virus is driving optimism that the economy will
bounce out of its 2020 recession… Westpac Melbourne Institute's latest consumer confidence index… jumped to a seven-year high. The recovery in
consumer sentiment is the sharpest seen in the history of the series.”
 Nov. 16, 2020: Mittleman Brothers et al. file Form 604 with ASX showing increase in VRL stake to 14.3%
 Nov. 19, 2020: VRL shares halted before market opens that day. Pending news expected by Monday, Nov. 23rd. Press reports on rumor that BGH will
increase offer to around $3.00 with support from shareholder Spheria.
 Nov. 23, 2020: VRL shares resume trading at $2.85 (+16.3%) on news that BGH has increased offers to $3.00 (Scheme A) and $2.95 (Scheme B), and
Spheria has committed to vote in favour of both Schemes. Independent Board Committee reiterates its recommendation.
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Synopsis of our legal objections to the Schemes

(If an investor or journalist would like to obtain our actual Court submission dated 9 October 2020 he or she can obtain it from the Court by requesting
a copy of the affidavit of Bernard Frederic Oude-Vrielink sworn 9 October 2020, in particular annexure BFO14 at page 406 of the affidavit.)

Objections to the BGH's proposal to acquire Village Roadshow Limited (VRL)
via 'alternative but concurrent' schemes of arrangement
(1)

Coercive nature of the proposal



The terms of Structure B are such that certain shareholders are coercively encouraged
and compelled to vote for Structure A over Structure B.



Structure B offers a worse financial outcome than Structure A, with the consideration
AUD 2.10 per share (as opposed to AUD 2.20 under Structure A) or AUD 2.00 on the
occurrence of a "Restructure Event". It is clear from the 6 August ASX Announcement
that BGH and VRL consider that a "Restructure Event" will occur.



The shareholders who stand to benefit unfairly from the Proposal are John Ross Kirby,
Robert George Kirby, Graham Burke and certain entities affiliated with those
individuals (the VRC Related Shareholders).



As a result of a joint bidding agreement with BGH, the VRC Related Shareholders are
not entitled to vote on Structure A. However, they say they are entitled to vote on
Structure B, with Structure B being conditional on Structure A not being approved.
Critically, the VRC Related Shareholders have an approximate shareholding of 40%,
meaning they have significant power to determine the outcome of the Structure B vote.



It is Mittleman's opinion that the prospect of the VRC Related Shareholders voting in
favour of Structure B (the structure with the worse financial outcome) is being used to
coerce the other shareholders (the Non VRC Related Shareholders) to vote in favour
of Structure A.
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Synopsis of legal objections continued…

(2)

Class Issues & Association



Mittleman considers that the following rights provided under Structure B to the VRC
Related Shareholders (and not any other shareholders) are such that those shareholders
should be viewed, in legal terms, as being in a separate "class" to the Non VRC Related
Shareholders:



o

the VRC Related Shareholders are provided with entrenched Board
appointment rights

o

the VRC Related Shareholders are provided, significant powers to have day to
day control of VRL

o

Robert Kirby, George Kirby and Graham Burke are provided significant
executive rights

o

the VRC Related Shareholders are provided the right to trigger the 'Restructure
Event" (which is likely to result in many Non VRC Related Shareholders having
to sell their shares therefore concentrating the shareholding of VRL with BGH
and the VRC Related Shareholders)

o

the VRC Related Shareholders are provided with significant exit protections.

It is clear that the terms of Structure B have been designed to ensure that even if
Structure B is approved, the overall outcome under Structure B will be the same, or as
near as possible the same, for BGH and VRC Related Shareholders as under Structure
A. This will result from the 'Restructure Event' and compulsory disposal forced on
certain 'Small Shareholders'. In addition, all of the special rights and benefits provided
to VRC Related Shareholders under Structure A also accrue to them under Structure B
(pursuant to shareholders agreements which have yet to be reproduced in full to VRL
shareholders). Given that this position could not result except by deliberate design,
Mittleman argues that the relationship between BGH and the VRC Related
Shareholders must be one of associates. The legal effect of this relationship is that VRC
Related Shareholders either should not vote in relation to Proposal B or should vote in
a separate class.
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Useful reference links

Theme Parks
https://blooloop.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/tea-report-2019.pdf
https://dsdmipprd.blob.core.windows.net/general/the-spit-master-plan-may-2019.pdf
https://www.parkz.com.au/article/2020/11/06/697Sea_Worlds_Vortex_thrill_ride_commences_testing_ahead_of_expected_December_opening.html

Movie Theaters – Australia
https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/fact-finders/cinema/industry-trends/2019-snapshot
https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/fact-finders/cinema/industry-trends/box-office
https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/fact-finders/cinema/industry-trends/historical-admissions/1975-present

VRL presentation to bank lenders Oct. 15, 2007
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20071015/pdf/3153lfxlw0rp9g.pdf
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Cedar Fair / Apollo / Geoffrey Raynor analogy
 November 03, 2009: Large U.S. theme park operator Cedar Fair (FUN) eliminates dividend to focus on debt reduction, facing covenant breach, stock
drops 20% to $8.00 (down from $25 a year and a half prior).
 December 16, 2009: Board of FUN approves takeover by private equity firm Apollo (APO) at $11.50 citing 28% premium to prior day close of
$9.08. FUN claims a full sales process was done, ran it by 32 buyers, no better deal.
 December 17, 2009: Geoffrey Raynor (through his Q investments corp.) begins aggressively buying up to 19.2% stake (10.02M out of 52.2M total
shares out) at $120.3M cost ($12.01 per share, +4.4% above takeover offer at $11.50
 Raynor knew the price was absurd (should have been 10x EBITDA minimum), and mgmt. was getting induced into conflict of interest by Apollo with
jobs kept intact and ability to roll equity. Even though the business was heavily leveraged (net debt 5.6x EBITDA) and close to tripping covenants (for
2nd time in one year), the valuation Apollo was going to pay at $11.50 was only 7.6x EBITDA (2009= $317M), 6.7x EBITDA (2010 est. $356M), and 6.3x
EBITDA 2011 est. $380M). Although the 2010 and 2011 numbers were not known then, consensus estimates were in that range.
https://nypost.com/2010/02/11/q-investment-not-amused-by-offer/
 Then Neuberger Berman shows up, also paying above the deal price for just under a 10% stake, they state they will oppose. Raynor (19%) plus NB
(10%) = 29%, deal needed 66% of shareholders to vote yes.
 April 6, 2010: Deal terminated and stock rises on the news, despite the fact that a go-shop provision showed deal to 32 other parties and no one else
bid. 2 years later stock is double (Raynor sells around $24). 3 years later it had tripled the $11.50 offer price. Peaked just above $72 about 7 years
later in 2017.
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